The Weekly Advanced Forecast Report for

Joe Doe
This report was generated from parsing your Advanced Forecast Report (by Ronco, Jawer, and Hajjar) in
order to find the aspects of influence for the following time period. The information is grouped in four
sections: Influences within the week, influences that start during the week, influences that end during the week
and influences that span more than the week. Aspects that have a peak influence during the week are
highlighted. Basic sorting is by aspect start date.
Monday June 17 to Sunday June 23, 2019.

Influences contained within the week
June 17 to June 19, 2019 (2 days) peaking Tuesday

Sun Sxtil Mars

Your vitality and courage are strong now and you are eager to meet challenges. You can accomplish a great
deal of work, especially if it involves physical effort. If you are active in sports, you will be especially
competitive and vigorous now. Self-confidence is high.
June 17 to June 19, 2019 (2 days) peaking Tuesday

Merc Conj Ven

Thoughts of love and an appreciation of the beauty in your life comes to the fore. This is a favorable time to
communicate your feelings to the ones you care about: write a love poem or send a love letter! Also your
aesthetic sense is strong now; you may want to make changes in your environment to make it more
harmonious and pleasurable for you.
June 18 to June 20, 2019 (2 days) peaking Wednesday

Ven Qucnx Ura

You find it stressful to balance needs for freedom and independence with needs for love and intimate
companionship. You really behave quite oddly or aloof right now which will put others off considerably thus
affording you the space you need, but at a cost. You are also attracted to the exotic, offbeat, unusual, or bizarre
at this time. People or things which might offend your senses at other times now arouse your appreciation and
interest. This will not be a boring time if you can help it! But it is apt to be a tense time if you are in a close,
bonded relationship.
June 19 to June 21, 2019 (2 days) peaking Thursday

Ven Trine Plu

You have a special magnetism and attractive power now, and you are feeling intensely loving also. Your
relationships, particularly sexual or romantic ones, intensify and have a deep, compelling, urgent quality. Your
inner feelings and needs for love and closeness emerge very strongly. You may also channel some of these
feelings into creative or artistic work, something that evokes and expresses your deepest self.
June 20 to June 22, 2019 (2 days) peaking Friday

Merc Sxtil Asc

This is an excellent time to be out and about. There are significant opportunities to make connections,
exchange information, and to learn something through a meeting or chance encounter. Letters, phone calls,
and conversations that you initiate are productive at this time.
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June 22 to June 23, 2019 (1 days) peaking Saturday

Ven Oppos Nep

You are in a dreamy, romantic mood. Yearnings for love, feelings of compassion, or even religious devotion
accompany this time period. You are definitely more idealistic, tolerant, and selfless in your relationships,
which may cause you to act against your own interests. Decisions involving money or important commitments
to others, therefore, should probably be made some other time. A desire for loveliness and beauty in your
surroundings is also strong.
Influences starting this week
June 20 to July 8, 2019 (18 days) strengthening

Jup Oppos Sun

During this time period, you feel like it is time to go for the gold. You want to hit the jackpot, and you may
find yourself walking with a little extra spring and bounce and whistling zippity-doo-dah! This is, indeed, a
time of opportunity and good times. However, you also tend to harbor unrealistic hopes, exaggerate the
possibilities, and lack a sense of realism.
Your need for fulfillment and success is strong, and you may splurge, run up a very high bill on your credit
card, or take on a new monthly payment in order to obtain the possessions that you want. However, do not let
material acquisitions be a substitute for the fulfillment derived from personal achievement and success. If you
allow this to happen, you will regret your purchases and become inclined to feel depressed and empty after
your buying spree.
You may also find your moods swinging from very high points of enthusiasm and optimism to low points of
discontent and restlessness. This results from the increased need for success and fulfillment that you feel at
this time. If you feel like you are not successful and you see no new doors opening for you, then you begin to
feel emotionally depressed. However, the pep and zest of the astrological influence at work now will not keep
you down for long, and you bounce back again.
This is a time to go after your dreams. Try not to feel disappointed if you do not find a pot of gold at the end
of each rainbow. But keep looking because you certainly do have a little extra good luck on your side during
this time period.
June 22 to June 24, 2019 (2 days) peaking Sunday

Ven Conj Sun

Your personal magnetism is strong and you attract appreciation, affection, and attention at this time. Feelings
of love, a desire for beauty, and the urge to be creative are strong. You beautify your surroundings and pay
particular attention to your appearance. This is a good time to treat yourself or do something fun just for you.
June 22 to June 26, 2019 (4 days) strengthening

Mars Sxtil Asc

At this time you are able to be very clear and aboveboard with other people, bringing out your desires and
differences between yourself and others in a way that is unlikely to offend or stir up hostility. Because you
appear confident, others are inclined to follow your lead now.
June 22 to July 11, 2019 (19 days) strengthening

Jup Conj Nep

Your mind wanders to faraway places, and your imagination is kindled with thoughts of the exotic, mystical,
and fantastic. You feel restless and bored by your daily routine. You are unable to concentrate on mundane
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matters and you may find yourself daydreaming. This is a good time to vacation and travel.
A new surge of religious or spiritual aspiration is also evident. You feel a need to be more in touch with
spiritual forces, and this is a good time for attending religious and spiritual functions, reading inspirational
literature, etc. This is the time to open your mind and imagination to a grander vision and to inspire your
highest aspirations. Allow yourself the time to pursue these interests.
Influences ending this week
June 16 to June 18, 2019 (2 days) peaking Monday

Ven Conj Merc

You use charm, humor, and a light touch to get your point across now, and your friendly attitude makes a
favorable impression on others. Your artistic and aesthetic sense is heightened now also, and interest in
literature, poetry, and culture is strong. Serious and demanding mental work should probably be put off for
another time, as either your mind is more on matters of the heart or you simply want to relax and think of
lighter topics.
June 15 to June 17, 2019 (2 days) weakening

Sun Sxtil Sat

Your ability to concentrate and focus on your work is very good now. This is a time to attend to details, take
care of practical business, and to make your life more stable and secure. It would be beneficial to consult
advisors on investments and long-range plans and to put your affairs in order. Eliminating waste and
inefficiency is important to you now.
June 15 to June 17, 2019 (2 days) weakening

Ven Trine MC

Your friendly concern for others and your willingness to meet people half way benefits your career,
reputation, or public image at this time. This is a favorable time to socialize with people you have professional
ties with since the positive feelings you generate now are likely to be an aid to you in the future. Beautifying
the place where you meet the public and an increased concern about your own physical appearance are also
brought out now.
June 15 to June 18, 2019 (3 days) peaking Monday

Mars Conj Ven

Strong sexual feelings and romantic passions are stimulated now, and the urge to be with your love partner is
compelling. If you are not currently in a relationship, you are likely to be bold and to make the first move
toward someone you are attracted to. Artistic and creative expression is also favored now.
Influences spanning the entire week
June 4 to June 26, 2019 (22 days) weakening

Ven 1st H

Your desire for harmony, beauty, and gracious surroundings is stronger than usual and you avoid
unpleasantness as much as possible. You're inclined to use charm, gentle coaxing, and loving persuasion rather
than more direct, forceful methods to get what you want. At this time, pleasure and affection are more
important to you than work, and you may be rather lazy, but pleasantly and cheerfully so.
June 11 to July 7, 2019 (26 days) weakening

Sun 2nd H
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Money, possessions, financial security, and practical matters are a focus for you now. If you tend to be
generous or extravagant with your resources, you are prone to be even more so now, and if you have been
struggling financially, you may begin to see the light at the end of the tunnel. At the least, it should become
clear to you what your next steps should be regarding your finances.
June 6 to July 15, 2019 (39 days) weakening

Mars 3rd H

At this time, you communicate more directly and forcefully, and you are prone to be rather abrasive. Impatient
with others' ambiguity, vagueness, or noncommittal stance, you may provoke arguments in an effort to get a
clear answer or decision from someone. It is better to attack some intellectual problem or task, rather than your
neighbors and friends.
June 12 to August 18, 2019 (67 days) weakening

Merc 3rd H

Your intellectual curiosity and mental restlessness is high now and you may flit from one activity to another or
spend a lot of time chatting and socializing. Plan frequent outings and short excursions to satisfy your need to
move about and to communicate.
This is a good time to take a field trip or to travel for business purposes.
May 24 to October 22, 2019 (151 days) weakening

Jup 7th H

Harmony and increased satisfaction in your marriage and in your personal interactions in general are very
likely, perhaps because you are more tolerant, generous, and unpossessive than usual. However, you are also
feeling a strong need not to be restricted or possessed by others either, for you sense that many people have
something of value to offer you and you do not want to limit your world to just a few. Expanding your social
involvement and meeting new people appeal to you more than ever.
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